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2017;19(6):923-33. doi:10. the combined effects of the use of cetuximab in conjunction with the epidermal growth factor receptor (egfr) kinase inhibitor gefitinib as a treatment for locally advanced or metastatic (la/m) head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (hnscc)
show a cure rate of approximately 40%. this represents a significant clinical benefit in comparison to chemotherapy. however, although there is general agreement that egfr inhibition is the backbone of current hnscc treatments, particularly in combination with the
cetuximab, there is significant variability in the reported clinical response rates. for instance, van cutsem et al reported a response rate of 14% in the first 34 patients treated using cetuximab in combination with gefitinib, while other trials reported response rates in

the range of 53%–65%. (van cutsem et al, 2007; kip et al, 2007; ho et al, 2009). we have taken a systematic approach to the use of cetuximab in association with gefitinib by performing an unplanned phase ii, randomized clinical trial (swog 0400) with three
treatment arms comparing gefitinib as single agent to the sequence of gefitinib followed by cetuximab. the primary endpoint of this trial is the overall clinical response rate (orr). in addition, we also investigated whether a biomarker is predictive for outcome and
whether the kinetics of the biomarker upon therapy administration could be used as a surrogate marker for response. in this work we present our experiences in analyzing the biological response to gefitinib in relation to the clinical outcome in patients with hnscc

(van cutsem et al, 2007; kip et al, 2007).
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conclusion: t1d subjects with hcl system experience agree that the hcl program was helpful in improving management and understanding of hcl therapy. the gradual decrease in hba1c, fpi, as well as a significant improvement of time in range is reflected in improved
t1d self-management after 3 months. circuit wizard-based software simulation using a high-gain amplifier model was developed to investigate the global stability and dynamic range of a clinical pet detector. the model of the mpet, which comprises the preamplifier,

the gain amplifier, the first-stage amplifier and the second-stage amplifier, is implemented in tektronix pxa7. a circuit-level simulation was performed using spice. the simulation result was compared with a prototype pet detector. in the prototype pet, the preamplifier
output was connected to the input of the readout asic (dac). when a high-gain signal was input to the preamplifier, a large voltage-current ratio was observed in the preamplifier circuit. this suggests that a high signal gain can be achieved by the preamplifier circuit

without increasing the breakdown voltage. conclusion: the circuit design proposed in this work is a promising tool for simulation of the preamplifier circuit. further work will be carried out to implement the circuit design in the various stages of the pet scanners.
conclusions: in this work we present the implementation of a multi-objective genetic algorithm-based design space exploration approach to the optimization of the linear parameter of a clinical pet detector. we demonstrate, for the first time, the adaptive iterated

local search crossover (ailso) algorithm, which has the advantage of solving the combinatorial problem of optimizing large multi-objective functions in a single run. 5ec8ef588b
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